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ABSTRACT
Developers commonly define tasks to help coordinate software development efforts—whether they be feature implementation, refactoring, or bug fixes. Developers establish links between tasks to express implicit dependencies that needs explicit handling—dependencies that often require the developers responsible for a given task
to assess how changes in a linked task affect their own work and
vice versa (i.e., change propagation). While seemingly useful, it is
unknown if change propagation indeed coincides with task links.
No study has investigated to what extent change propagation
actually occurs between task pairs and whether it is able to serve
as a metric for characterizing the underlying task dependency. In
this paper, we study the temporal relationship between developer
reading and changing of source code in relationship to task links.
We identify seven situations that explain the varying correlation
of change propagation with linked task pairs and find six motifs
describing when change propagation occurs between non-linked
task pairs. Our paper demonstrates that task links are indeed useful
for recommending which artifacts to monitor for changes, which
developers to involve in a task, or which tasks to inspect.
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1

INTRODUCTION

A task in software engineering defines a work item—usually for
feature implementation, refactoring, or bug fixes.1 Often, tasks
are broken down into subtasks that can be solved by individuals.
1 Throughout

this paper we use the term task to represent any work item such as issue,
ticket, bug, change request, feature, or story.
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In such cases, tasks can be a coordination mechanism to manage
software development efforts.
However, tasks may also arise out of other reasons. For example,
dependencies among tasks commonly occur when closely related
software artifacts are changed (e.g., methods that call one another or
that share data) or when developers in one task wait for the output
of another task. In such cases, the developers need to explicitly
coordinate the involved tasks [? ]. The developer responsible for
a given task then has to not only understand the changes implied
by the given task but also assess the impact of these changes onto
dependent tasks. The developer responsible for a dependent task, in
turn, studies these changes to assess the impact on his or her own
work. Hence, we should expect that developers access artifacts in
dependent tasks while working on their own— a practice we refer
to as change propagation.
When creating tasks, developers face the challenge of identifying dependent tasks. One would assume that developers use the
links offered by task management tools to make the implicit task
dependencies explicit—links that may be inaccurate and incomplete
at times. They then use the links to identify which developers to
notify/involve about changes and which artifacts to change. Since
identifying relevant engineers and artifacts for change propagation
remains a significant problem [? ? ? ], the question arises when do
links actually reflect change propagation?
We believe insights into the usefulness and applicability of change
propagation to identify task dependencies can provide an effective
basis for novel support of developers during software change. Such
insights are valuable beyond advising developers which linked tasks
to monitor for changes [? ]. They determine under which conditions
change propagation metrics may detect implicit dependencies between non-linked tasks. Developers may then decide to link them,
respectively monitor them for changes. Studying change propagation provides an understanding how a-posteriori analysis of change
propagation may result in reclassifying existing links. This reduces
a developer’s effort to understand the implicit dependency between
tasks and reveals further relevant tasks during future software evolution activities [? ? ]. A concrete scenario in Section 1.1 motivates
the importance of the presented research and potential benefits for
developers in further detail.
To obtain these insights we need to closely investigate to which
extent and under which conditions change propagation correlates
with links and whether non-linked task pairs exhibit similar behavior. To the best of our knowledge, no study has investigated
change propagation across tasks. Existing work typically identifies coordination needs by determining which artifacts are usually
changed together [? ? ? ], how to correctly propagate changes
among artifacts [? ? ], or how to detect inconsistencies [? ? ? ]. Yet
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non of the approaches consider the significance of links for change
propagation.
This paper analyses the temporal relationship between developer reading and changing source code on the one hand, and task
links on the other hand, as found in the Mylyn data set. Mylyn is
an open source task management tool for the Eclipse IDE that captures traces of developer interactions (i.e. artifact reads and writes).
Mylyn developers use this tool during their work on Mylyn. Mylyn,
therefore, serves as the data gathering tool as well as the system
under investigation in this paper.
Ultimately, we make the following four contributions:
(1) we identify seven situations that explain when linked task pairs
exhibit change propagation;
(2) we identify six motifs that explain why non-linked task pairs
exhibit change propagation;
(3) we lay out the implications of the found situations and motifs
on future development support tools; and
(4) we provide a data set that combines developer interactions, tasks,
and task links.
Specifically, we find that 64% of linked task pairs exhibit change
propagation (true positives). The remaining 36% false negatives can
be explained by three situations in which developers use links to
manage tasks dependencies that do not entail change propagation.
Examples are task synchronization and task decomposition. We
identify additional four situations that describe distinct artifactcentric task dependencies. Artifact reuse or work continuation
dependencies, for example, explain why task pairs exhibit strong
change propagation. Further analysis showed no change propagation for 93% of all non-linked task pairs (true negatives). We discover
six motifs that enable the classification of the remaining 7% false
positives as either true positives (i.e., task pairs that should have
been linked) or true negatives (i.e., task pairs with irrelevant change
propagation). These insights are vital for designing recommendation mechanisms that utilize change propagation, for example, to
trigger change notifications between tasks, respectively, identify
relevant tasks.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: We refine
our general research hypothesis and present our study design in
Section 2. We analyse the Mylyn data set quantitatively in Section 3.
Section 4 and 5 detail the manual inspection of sample linked and
non-linked task pairs, respectively. We interpret our findings and
implications in Section 6. We discuss related work in Section 7
before concluding this paper with an outlook on future work in
Section 8.

1.1

Motivating Example

We motivate the need to investigate change propagation between
task pairs using an actual example task subset from the open source
Mylyn project. Mylyn [? ] allows a developer to connect to a task
management tool (such as Bugzilla) for selecting tasks to work on
and captures all developer read and write events within the Eclipse
IDE. The tasks in our example address different mechanisms for
creating a new Mylyn task. Figure 1 depicts the links among tasks
as of Nov. 14, 2007. The central Task 169426 has links to five tasks.
The greyed out Task 210022 has not been set up yet. Task 209892
(bold) was just created and thus no progress has been made yet.
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Figure 1: Example excerpt of linked task pairs. Full lines
depict manually set links. The dotted line displays change
propagation among non-linked task pairs. Line labels report
the number of propagated, changed artifacts.

All tasks are in status “open”. As the developer S.P. assigned to
Task 209892 commences work, he needs to know where to look for
artifacts and their (recent) changes relevant to the realization of
his task. Likewise, the developers currently working on the other
open tasks need to assess who they should work with and perhaps
notify about changes.
Without a support tool, developers need to maintain an up-todate view on what is going on in each linked task, a very tedious,
time-consuming, and error-prone process as small details are easily
missed and links may be inaccurate or incomplete. In the month
prior to Nov. 14, 2007, there are 59 developers accessing ∼1300 artifacts in 164 tasks. Alternatively, developers may choose to observe
only the directly linked task pairs and miss important developments
in other tasks. Access to change propagation information—such
as displayed in Figure 1—may serve as indicator what tasks are
relevant. S.P. may deduce from the change propagation values that
Task 161646 shares artifacts not only with the central task, but also
with Task 209402 and subsequently monitors primarily these two
for changes. Yet, it is currently unclear to what extent links between tasks describe implicit task dependencies relevant to change
propagation and, hence, whether one could reliably exploit them
to determine where changes should be propagated to, respectively
who to notify about which particular change. As we mentioned
above, no study has investigated the correlation of change propagation and task links.
Understanding how change propagation occurs between linked
task pairs is also important for supporting software evolution activities. Suppose we now encounter a task for fixing a bug related to
incomplete cloning of data in the Mylyn task editor. The responsible developer may identify Task 209402 perhaps through keyword
search, referral in the task’s comments by another developer, or
vaguely remembering that it once concerned data cloning. No matter how, she then needs to understand if that Task 209402 covers
the problem, or if the linked Task 169426 is relevant also, or if any
of the other indirectly linked tasks need inspection. Applying past
change propagation to better classify the links among the tasks
assists the developer to quickly narrow down the relevant task locations. Again, this requires an informed understanding how links
among tasks coincide with change propagation.
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2 STUDY DESIGN
2.1 Research Questions
This paper aims to answer the following research questions:
RQ1: To what extent does change propagation occur between linked
task pairs? This question focuses on whether artifacts that are subject to a change in one task are eventually accessed in the linked
task and vice versa. We analyse what proportion of changed artifacts are accessed and how much linked task pairs differ from
non-linked task pairs.
Answering this question give us insights into whether linked task
pairs represent a change propagation dependency, respectively
whether change propagation indicates a need for coordination (i.e.,
creating a link between two tasks). If there is no (consistent) change
propagation among linked task pairs, then developers cannot reliably use links for deciding who to involve in a task or notify about
changes.
RQ2: What are the reasons for change propagation to occur between two tasks? This question extends the previous question and
investigates under which conditions are linked task pairs showing
change propagation (true positives) and when is there no change
propagation occurring (false negatives). Additionally this questions
studies the cause for non-linked task pairs to exhibit change propagation (false positives).
By identifying the cause for change propagation, we are able to determine more precisely when propagating changed artifacts among
linked task pairs is relevant and when not—highly important for
providing effective change notifications. Identifying the reasons
also allows us to identify dependent but non-linked task pairs—this
is potentially indicating a missing link.

2.2

Data Gathering Method

The Mylyn project2 uses the Eclipse Bugzilla bug tracker3 for managing task dependencies. Developers working on Mylyn attach the
captured read and write events (i.e., the interaction data) to the
tasks they are responsible for. Hence, for this project, we know
what task a given developer was working on and what artifacts he
or she was looking at or modified. In this paper we are interested
in changes at the file level.
We extracted 410 tasks with attached interaction data and at
least one Bugzilla blocks/depends_on link4 - referred to as the base
set. Those 226 tasks that have a link to another task in the base set
then form the linked set. We end up with a total of 160 links in the
linked set.
The supporting online material [? ] provides (i) a more detailed
description of the data gathering process, (ii) the set of tasks and
attachments considered, (iii) the source code for collecting, filtering, and analysing the data, as well as (vi) the aggregated data
underlying all figures and tables in this paper.

2.3

Temporal Data Processing

The temporal order of interaction events is important to accurately
determine which changes in one task could have been accessed

Figure 2: Example for determining change propagation. The
resulting artifact sets and metrics are:W (a) = {1, 2, 7},W (b) =
{1...10}, R(a) = {}, R(b) = {20...30}, CPa,b = {1, 7}, CPb,a =
{1, 2, 7}, ROCP(a, b) = 2/3, ROCP(b, a) = 3/3, RACP(a, b) = 2/21,
RACP(b, a) = 3/3, BiRCP(a∥b) = 1.76

later—potentially by the same developer—in the linked task. Figure 2
visualizes this procedure.
We group interaction events into interaction sessions as developers tend to commit changes when they completed part of a task
rather than instantly. Figure 2 depicts example task a’s three sessions (sa1 , sa2 , sa3 ) on the top and task b’s three sessions on the
bottom. Session duration is represented by horizontal size, with the
read-only (r ) and written (w) artifacts identified by number, e.g., in
session a1 a developer changes artifacts 1 and 7 and reads artifact 2.
By default, each interaction data attachment becomes one session.
We split long lasting sessions whenever two events are more than
1.5 days apart.5
We make the assumption that a change (as recorded by a write
event) in one interaction session potentially propagates to all subsequent sessions in the linked task. The dashed lines in Figure 2
highlight the potential change propagation direction. The PCP set
contains all artifacts that a developer changes in one session of
task a and which subsequently a developer accesses (i.e., read or
write event) in any subsequent session of task b. For example, a
change to artifact 1 in session a1 is read by a developer in session
b2 who subsequently changes the artifact in b3. There is no propagation across parallel or partially overlapping sessions. Changes to
artifact 2 in session a2, for example, don’t propagate to task b as
session b3 happens at the same time. The complete set of artifacts
changed in task a and propagated to task b (CPa,b ) is the union of
Ð
all ni=1 PCP(sita , Sb′ ). This guarantees that we count a propagated
artifact only once, even when it is accessed in multiple sessions.
Table 1 summarizes our formalization of change propagation.
The absolute number of propagated artifacts (|CP(a, b)|) tends
to overestimate the importance of change propagation between
tasks where the developer accesses a large number of artifacts
(e.g., task b in Figure 2). The more artifacts are changed within a
task, the more likely these are accessed later. Inversely, the more
artifacts a developer accesses, the more likely these artifacts were
previously changed in the linked task. The resulting high number of
propagated changes as measured by absolute change propagation
(|CPa,b |), however, might be coincidental to the dependency among
the two tasks. On the other hand, a developer working on a small
task might be interested only in a subset of all changed artifacts (e.g.,

2 https://www.eclipse.org/mylyn/
3 https://bugs.eclipse.org/bugs/query.cgi
4 The

Bugzilla duplicates link type is irrelevant for this paper.

5 We

opted for this large window as open source software developers often work in
their free time and may spread work across several days to complete a task.
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Symbol

Description

j
si
Rt

interaction session i of task j.
set of unique artifacts that were read-only in task t .
set of unique artifacts that were changed in task t, together R t + Wt make up the set of unique artifacts
accessed in the scope of task t .
a potential change propagation (PC P ) set contains all
artifacts that were changed in session s j of task a, and
which subsequently were accessed in any later session
of task b, where s j ∈ S a , Sb′ ⊆ Sb , and s j .end <
s ′ .st ar t ∀s ′ ∈ Sb′ .
the set of unique artifacts that were changed in task a
Ð
a
′
and accessed in task b: C P a,b = n
i =1 PC P (s i , S b )
absolute Change Propagation from task a to task b
Bi-directional Absolute Change Propagation:
BiC P (a ∥b) = C P a,b + C Pb, a
Relative Observed Change Propagation: ROC P (a, b) =
|C P a,b |/ |Wa |
Relative
Attainable
Change
Propagation:
RAC P (a, b) = |C P a,b |/ |Rb + Wb |
Relative Change Propagation: RC P (a, b)
=
(ROC P (a, b) + RAC P (a, b))/2
Bi-directional Relative Change Propagation between
task a and task b: BiRC P (a ∥b) = RC P (a, b) +
RC P (b, a)

∈ Sj

Wt
PC P (s ja , Sb′ )

C P a,b
|C P a,b |
BiC P (a ∥b)
ROC P (a, b)
RAC P (a, b)
RC P (a, b)
BiRC P (a ∥b)

Table 1: Symbols used for describing change propagation.

task a in Figure 2). This results in low absolute change propagation
and risks underestimating the relevance of the propagated changes.
We, therefore, introduce two metrics that mitigate the limitations
of absolute change propagation. Specifically, we introduce the Relative Observed Change Propagation metric (ROCP(a, b)) defined as
the ratio of propagated artifacts (CPa,b ) to all changed artifacts in
task a (ROCP(a, b) = |CPa,b |/|Wa |). A value of 1 indicates that the
developer responsible for task b accessed all artifact changed in task
a, whereas a value of 0 implies that the developer accessed none of
the changed artifacts. Thus, Relative Observed Change Propagation
ensures we consider the propagated changes only as relevant when
the developers of task b accesses close to all changed artifacts, but
not necessarily when accessing a lot of previously changed artifacts.
The Relative Attainable Change Propagation metric (RACP(a, b))
is defined as the ratio of propagated artifacts (CPa,b ) to all accessed
artifacts in task b (RACP(a, b) = |CPa,b |/|Rb + Wb |)). A value of 1
signifies that all the artifacts a developer accesses in task b have
been changed in task a before, whereas a value of 0 implies that the
developer accessed only artifacts that have not been changed in
task a before. Thus Relative Attainable Change Propagation ensures
that we consider even a small set of propagated changes as relevant
when a developer accesses a few artifacts, most of which have been
changed in the linked task before.
We combine ROCP(a, b) and RACP(a, b) to obtain the Relative
Change Propagation RCP(a, b) from task a to task b: RCP(a, b) =
(ROCP(a, b) + RACP(a, b))/2. Ultimately, the sum of RCP(a, b) and
RCP(b, a) produces the Bi-directional Relative Change Propagation
(BiRCP(a∥b)) between task a and task b. A value of 0 indicates that
absolutely no change propagation occurred in either direction. A
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value of 2 indicates that developers accessed and changed exactly
the same set of artifacts in two concurrent tasks (a very rare case).
Examples in Section 4 show that BiRCP is better suited for determining whether two non-linked tasks are dependent than bidirectional absolute change propagation (BiCP).

3

QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS

In this section, we quantitatively analyse the Mylyn data set to
provide an answer to RQ1. We calculate BiRCP for all linked task
pairs in the linked set. The histogram of these BiRCP values (see
Figure 3 (light grey), Table 2 left) shows that 58 linked task pairs
(∼36%) don’t exhibit any change propagation. The other 102 task
pairs cover the change propagation spectrum up to 1. On average
linked task pairs show 21% BiRCP (σ = 22%, median=16%) and 1.81
BiCP (σ = 2.36, median=1).
We also inspect the change propagation among non-linked task
pairs from the same data set in order to confirm that the extent of
change propagation can be attributed to the links among tasks and
not to a general feature of the data set. To this end, we calculate
the same change propagation metrics (see Table 1) for all task pairs
in the base set that are more than two link-hops apart - denoted
the non-linked set. I.e., we exclude task pairs that have links to
a common third task as we expect several of these pairs to yield
similarly high change propagation as directly linked task pairs. We
report the resulting BiRCP values in Table 2 (right) and Figure 3
(dark grey). Around 93% of the 82,129 pairs in the non-linked set
exhibit no change propagation. On average non-linked task pairs
exhibit 1.14% BiRCP (σ = 5.55%, median=0%) and 0.12 BiCP (σ =
0.66, median=0).
Comparing BiRCP average, standard deviation, median, and the
histogram distribution in Figure 3, we conclude that change propagation is a feature of the linked set. We, however, find two orders
of magnitude more task pairs in the non-linked set with non-zero
change propagation (5897) compared to the linked set (102 pairs
with BiRCP > 0).
We draw the following preliminary conclusions: First, based on
the quantitative analysis alone, linked task pairs imply an underlying change propagation dependency (∼64% true positives). Hence, a
recommendation algorithm may utilize the links between two tasks
as an indicator that developers in one task, for example, should be
notified about changes in the linked task. Yet, from the distribution
of BiRCP values we learn that there is a significant number of task
pairs where no change propagation occurs (∼36% false negatives)
and thus recommendations would be irrelevant. We subsequently
use the underlying quantitative data to sample task pairs for qualitatively investigating the reasons for high, respectively, low BiRCP
in Section 4.
Second, the large number of task pairs with non-zero change
propagation in the non-linked set (∼7% false positives) entail that
randomly selecting two tasks from the base set and detecting change
propagation provides no indication whether the two tasks might
indeed be dependent. In other words, the data imply that a recommendation algorithm suggesting related tasks based on change
propagation alone will very likely produce a list of tasks that are not
truly relevant. Reducing the number of false positives is pertinent.
We, thus, use the underlying quantitative data to sample task pairs
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Figure 3: Histogram of the relative amount of task pairs
from the linked set (light grey) and the non-linked set (dark
grey) as determined by BiRCP bins. Note that the percentage
on the log-scale y-axis is given to 3 decimal places.
for qualitatively investigating the reasons why some non-linked
task pairs exhibit high change propagation (see Section 5).

4

QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS OF LINKED TASK
PAIRS

In this section we aim to answer RQ2 with respect to determining
the reasons for high and low change propagation among linked task
pairs using methods from Grounded Theory [? ]. First, we sampled
17 task pairs from the 160 links in the linked set (see Table 3). We applied following sampling criteria: select a combination of zero and
non-zero BiRCPwith small as well as large write sets (Wt ). For each
task pair, we manually inspected the task details, task description
changes, and comments on the Eclipse Bugzilla website.6 We captured all information pertinent to work coordination among tasks
on virtual cards in an open coding process [? ]. Upon completing
the processing on all samples, we iterated through the cards and
retained those that represented common coordination concerns.
Based on these remaining cards, we aimed to establish the purpose
of the link between two tasks, and thus the reason for low or high
change propagation.
The Tasks 169426 (Sample 3 and 6) and 200634 (Sample 10) are
part of a larger graph of linked tasks for which we have interaction
data. In a second round, we included all tasks in these two graphs in
our analysis (increasing the manually analysed task pairs to a total
of 25, i.e., ∼16% of all links in the linked set). In total, we inspected
41 out of the 226 tasks in the linked set. Page restrictions limit
us to a brief introduction of the two connected task graphs. We
subsequently map the 25 task pairs to the identified coordination
concerns (see also right most column in Table 3). When referring
to a sample task pair, we indicate the task’s location in Table 3 with
6 https://bugs.eclipse.org/bugs/show_bug.cgi?id=TASKID

Figure 4: Artifact change propagation graphs for two selected cases: tasks are represented by boxes that report the
number of changed artifacts, their size indicates work duration, time flowing from left to right. The dark shaded box
identifies the central task that all other tasks link to. Lines
report BiRCP(a∥b).

a and b, respectively. We provide exemplary excerpts from task
comments to support our conclusions.

4.1

Connected Sample Graphs

We introduced TaskGraph 1 in the motivating scenario (Sec. 1.1).
The upper three tasks represent desirable features that have been
sitting dormant for several months. Work on Task 161646 becomes
the basis for the development in the central Task 169426. Figure 4
(top) visualizes how the work in the remaining tasks occurs in
parallel to the central task. During development, subtasks 209402
and 209892 emerge that aim to provide a reusable interface for the
other tasks to program against. Task 207524 represents another
related feature, limited to a subcomponent (i.e., the Bugzilla editor).
Task 210022 continues the work of Task 152869 by fixing a bug
introduced there.
TaskGraph 2 addresses the ability to obtain authentication details from the user. Similar to TaskGraph 1, significant up-front
work is done in Task 200634 which serves as basis for refinement
and extension (see Fig. 4 bottom). In contrast to TaskGraph 1, however, here the up-front work task becomes the central task, and
all remaining linked tasks represent various subtasks. The first
two subtasks (207521 and 207527) concentrate on the two distinct
efforts to avoid storing a password and the ability to retrieve the
password on demand from the user, respectively. The next two
subtasks (207531 and 207654) integrate the capabilities of the prior
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Bin
0.0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1.0
1.1
>1.1

Linked

Non-Linked

Abs.

Rel.

Abs.

Rel.

58
10
24
21
16
7
12
7
4

36.3%
6.3%
15.0%
13.1%
10.0%
4.4%
7.5%
4.4%
2.5%

1

0.6%

76,231
2,589
1,864
776
232
62
318
25
16
4
2
7
2

92.819%
3.152%
2.270%
0.945%
0.282%
0.075%
0.387%
0.030%
0.019%
0.005%
0.002%
0.009%
0.002%

Table 2: Absolute and relative number of task pairs from the linked set
(left) and the non-linked set (right) per
BiRCP bin.

Nr
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T ask a

T askb

|Wa |

|Rb |

|Wb |

|C P
|

|BiC P
(a ∥b) |

BiRC P
(a ∥b)

Sit.

b, a |

1
0
6
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
2
8
1

2
0
0
0
0
2
4
3
7
0
2
2
2
1
3
8
1

3
0
6
0
1
3
4
3
7
0
2
2
3
1
5
16
2

0.61
0.00
0.26
0.00
0.05
0.09
0.22
0.32
0.46
0.00
0.52
0.53
0.91
0.75
0.74
0.66
0.64

S7
S1
S4
S2
S3
S2
S6
S6
S4
S2
S7
S7
S6
S7
S6
S5
S6

a,b

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

208629
222833
161646
191793
244653
209402
244359
393640
201464
207531
229014
262107
217694
210170
303431
231336
277191

179254
226822
169426
202547
242445
169426
238038
386344
196700
200634
176212
261683
205861
189313
199345
216150
272621

1
48
665
24
43
629
35
2
6
21
45
3
2
0
1
22
4

2
28
14
15
15
13
0
3
4
15
0
0
5
1
3
15
1

35
20
38
121
33
38
59
154
1467
51
1
1
1
1
71
21
59

41
3
25
2
4
25
12
71
33
28
2
5
2
2
67
21
16

|C P

Table 3: Sampled linked task pairs selected for qualitative analysis. The Sit. column lists the respective situations S1 to S7; for metric definitions, see Table 1.

two task in two different connectors to third party systems (Trac
and JIRA). Work in the last task (210483) occurs several weeks after
the previous tasks have been completed and undertakes rework of
existing artifacts to improve usability.

4.2

|R a |

Situations leading to low BiRCP

We found three main situations that lead to low Bi-directional
Relative Change Propagation.
S1: Task Decomposition One task serves as parent task for
multiple child tasks which refine the work described in the parent
task. When the parent task is predominantly used for coordinating
work and subsequently involves little coding effort and thus few
changes, then there is little opportunity for change propagation.
For example, Task 226822 (b) in Sample 2 serves as central parent
task coordinating the refactoring of attachment data handling. The
linked Task 222833 is one among a few child tasks realizing the
refactoring. The task pair exhibits low BiRCP as the parent task
includes only a few, intermittent changes. See, e.g., one comment
in Task 226822:
Remaining work:
- set defaults for the task editor or working copy
- replace TaskSelection with new API

S2: Separation of concerns applies to task pairs that conceptually belong together (hence the task links) but address different
aspects of the same concept and thus—regardless of the number
of changed artifacts—share few changed artifacts as work in the
respective tasks tends to affect different artifact sets.
We find such situations in TaskGraph 1—Task 207524, 209402 (a)
(i.e., Sample 6), and 209892 all linked to Task 169426 (b)—and in TaskGraph2; here in Sample 10 Task 207531(a) links to Task 200634(b).
In Sample 4 both tasks are related refactorings postponed to a different release. The Tasks 191793 (a) focuses on code refactoring, the

linked Task 202547 (b) focuses on feature restructuring of non-code
artifacts.
S3: Synchronization aims at coordinating work among task
pairs that are likely to change the same artifact and cause merge
conflicts. Typically only a few central artifacts are subject to a
potential write conflict and thus BiRCP remains low.
We find such a case in Sample 5: Work in both tasks involves
changes to a central file (the only artifact changed by both tasks).
The link serves as locking mechanism to avoid a conflict: i.e., first
completing Task 244653 (a) and subsequently the linked Task 242445
(b). Note following excerpt from the comments of Task 242445:
Helen, it is probably best to wait until the patch on bug 244653 is
merged before starting on this to avoid conflicts.

4.3

Situations leading to high BiRCP

During our analysis we identified four situations that give rise to
high BiRCP.
S4: Work Continuation occurs when developers in one task
explicitly hand over development effort to another task. Work in
the continuing task is then likely to change the same artifacts and
hence lead to high BiRCP.
In Sample 9 we find developers in Task 196700 (b) implementing
a new feature. This feature contained a bug that was subsequently
corrected in the linked Task 201464 (a). The former task thus continued and completed the work of the latter task, hence the large
BiRCP. See following comment in Task 196700:
Warning! There appears to be some corruption [...] there is another
bug to track this issue: bug 201464. I would avoid using the new task
editor feature on any kind of production xplanner server until that
bug is fixed.

In TaskGraph 1, work on Task 169426 (b) and 209892 continues
on code from Task 161646 (a): in the comments for Task 169426 we
find:
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Thanks for the patch Frank. It would be great if you could make the
implementation more generic so it could be reused for bug 161646 which
overlaps significantly with this bug.

In TaskGraph 2, Task 210483 continues the work of streamlining
the artifacts of preceding tasks 207521, 207527, 207531, and 207654.
S5: Artifact Reuse resembles S4: Work Continuation but differs
in the explicit focus on making use of the output of a linked task,
rather than continuing the work.
In TaskGraph 1, work on Task 161646 is explicitly postponed to
continue after the output of linked Task 209402 is available:
We’re holding off on this until we can make use of the api that emerges
from bug#209402.

In TaskGraph 2, developers in Tasks 207521 and 207527 reuse
code of the parent Task 200634 as the comment in Task 200634
highlights:
[...] Thanks, I have used a mix of your patches as the base for my
modifications.

In Sample 16, Task 231336 (a) fixes a sorting problem and provides code to be used in the linked Task 216150 (b) that is equally
concerned with sorting. A comment excerpt in Task 231336 states:
[...] for bug#216150 the compare part is now in class TaskComparator
[...]

S6: Emerging Task Decomposition results in several tasks
becoming the children of the common, central linked task (similar
to S1). However, here, significant up-front work is done in the
central task and the child tasks are created one by one as needed.
In Sample 7, a significant amount of work occurred in Task
238038 (b) (about providing time range based folding for comments)
when the linked Task 244359 (a) was specified as a subtask to
implement a sub-aspect of the parent (implement grouping strategy
for task comments). Hence, the BiRCP among linked task pairs is
high. The central task exhibits further links to other subtasks that
were created step by step as the work progressed. In the emerging
child Task 244359 we find following comment:
Extract the implementation for grouping of task comments discussed on
bug 238038.

In Sample 8 the two tasks address support for test integration
with third party systems. In Task 386344 (b), the work is done for
one third party system (here Trac). In the linked Task 393640 (a),
the work is then replicated for another third party system which
explains the high BiRCP. In Sample 13, Task 217694 (a) addresses
which icon to use inside a tooltip while the linked Task 205861
(b) coordinates several tasks on improving tooltip presentation.
Similar, in Sample 15, Task 303431 (a) is about colors, the linked
Task 199345 (b) ties together tasks about configuring labels. Finally,
Sample 17 has Task 277191 (a) focusing on UI issues in the connector
discovery dialog and the linked Task 272621 (b) coordinating the
Mylyn connector discovery mechanism.
Emerging Task Decomposition is closely related to S5: Artifact
Reuse. If we restructure TaskGraph 1 to set Task 161646 as the
parent task, and have Tasks 169426, 209402, and 209892 as child
tasks, then these three child tasks would constitute examples of
emerging task composition rather than simply artifact reuse.
S7: Small Bug Fixes involve corrections to a handful of artifacts
that are changed in both tasks resulting in high BiRCP. In Sample
11, both tasks are related bugs about hyperlink processing which
were independently rectifiable. Task 176212 (b) constituted minor

corrections to only two artifacts which were subsequently changed
again during work on the linked Task 229014 (a). Similar, the tasks
in Sample 12 are two related bugs, here, one about the size, the other
about the position of a user interface element. The single changed
artifact in the Task 261683 (b) was changed again in the linked
Task 262107 (a). Also Sample 1 fits this situation. Task 208629 (a)
fixes a small bug, hence only a few changes, which largely overlap
with the refactoring done in the linked Task 179254 (b). Sample 9
could also be classified as S7: Small Bug Fix, but comments and the
link to a feature development task better places it with S4: Work
Continuation. Finally, in Sample 14, Task 210170 (a) fixes tooltip
visibility, relevant for improving tooltip positioning in the scope of
the linked Task 189313 (b).

5

QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS OF NON-LINKED
TASK PAIRS

In this section we complete our answer to RQ2. In Section 3, we
found that a significant amount of non-linked task pairs exhibit
high BiCP and/or high BiRCP. Here we manually inspect sample
non-linked task pairs to determine whether high BiRCP is indicative of missing links or whether we simply detect a lot of false
positives. To this end, we sampled 22 non-linked task pairs from
the 5897 links in the non-linked set that have non-zero BiRCP, a
total of 32 tasks. We applied following sampling criteria: select a
combination of small as well as large write sets (Wt ), a range of
1 to highest observed BiCP, and a range of 0.1 to 1.5 BiRCP. We
followed the same coding procedure of the qualitative analysis of
linked task pairs (see Section 4) with a focus on the set of propagated
artifacts (CPa,b ), any available links to other tasks, and comments.
We cannot introduce the tasks individually due to page limits.
We identified six motifs that describe when task pairs exhibit
high BiCP and/or high BiRCP and which explain when the these
metrics uncover a true (albeit implicit) dependency among the tasks.
M1: Task Cluster Membership We find several cases where
the tasks address the same implementation topic, e.g., hyperlink
issues in Sample I2 and I14 or connector discovery in samples I4
and I15. Typically these tasks have links to other tasks that are
directly linked. Recall that we excluded two-hop related task pairs
in the quantitative analysis. Figures 5 and 6 (left) depict how these
samples are three hops (I4, I15) or more (I2, I14) apart but still part
of a cluster of related tasks.
M2: Support Cluster Membership Similar to M1, we find several tasks that focus on implementing and/or testing a particular
feature or subsystem. Figure 6 (right) visualizes how change propagation among the tasks in Samples I9, I11, I16, and I18 ties together
tasks on supporting a new version of Bugzilla that otherwise are
not explicitly linked. Similar, Sample I6 brings together two dependent tasks: one fixing a new feature, the other provisioning the
respective testing infrastructure.
M3: Mutual Access of Utility Artifacts Task pairs exhibit
high BiRCP when they primarily read or update commonly used
utility artifacts. All tasks in Samples I8 and I17 require UI features to
be configurable. While the tasks focus on different UI elements (here
labels, line highlighting, and search characters), they all needed to
make changes to the same set of UI and preference-centric artifacts.
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Figure 5: Examples of Task Cluster Membership for sample non-linked task pairs.
Dotted lines report BiPC and BiRCP, full
Table 4: Sample non-linked task pairs selected for qualitative analysis. The M. col- lines depict links among tasks, dashed
umn lists the respective motifs M1 to M6; for metric definitions, see Table 1.
lines depict task references in the comments.
M4: Orthogonal Concerns Tasks tend to access the same artifacts when these encode overlapping topics. Task a in Sample I7
focuses on setting certain properties when moving a bug to another
product; task b focuses on supporting custom fields in Bugzilla. The
propagated artifacts implement Bugzilla data handling functionality. Similar, both tasks in Sample I10 are related to connecting to
Bugzilla for synchronizing data: task a addresses password acquisition, task b addresses data fetching.
M5: Core Artifact Access In several samples, one or both tasks
access only a very small set of one to three common artifacts. This
results in high BiRCP but no real underlying task dependency when
these artifacts are at the core of the system under development
and thus subject to many unrelated changes. All tasks in Samples I1, I3, I5, and I13, propagate changes of the same core artifact
(AbstractRepositoryTaskEditor). The tasks, however, are otherwise completely unrelated.
M6: Grand Tasks We inspected task pairs with high BiCP to
check whether absolute instead of relative change propagation
is a suitable indicator for dependent tasks. Only tasks accessing
many artifacts are able to yield high BiCP and subsequently are less
likely to also yield high BiRCP as Table 4 shows. Task pairs with
BiCP > 11) tend to exhibit comparatively lower BiRCP (≤ 0.45)
and vice versa. All tasks in Samples I12, I19, I20, I21, and I22 access
a high number of artifacts (|R t + Wt | ranging from ∼20 to ∼250).
In these samples, one task is typically a refactoring effort while the
other task is an unrelated, large feature implementation or bug fix.

6

DISCUSSION

Manual inspection of linked task pairs revealed seven reoccurring
situations. These explain why Bi-directional Relative Change Propagation coincides only with a subset of linked task pairs. Specifically,
we find medium to high BiRCP (i.e., >0.2) only when links represent an underlying artifact-centric task dependency. We infer that
developers use links to manage control flow, data flow, task decomposition, and simultaneity dependencies [? ]. These situations
are highly relevant for the design of development coordination
support tools and thus have significant potential impact on software engineering practise. Qualitative analysis shows evidence that
high BiRCP is able to identify implicit dependencies among task
pairs when additional information on artifacts (e.g., core or utility)
and tasks (e.g., refactoring) is considered. Absolute bi-directional
change propagation is less well suited as it identifies mostly tasks
involving many artifact changes.
Situations explain why a large proportion of links show no
change propagation. Yet, a lack of change propagation doesn’t
necessarily mean that developers don’t need artifact-centric coordination. In situation S1: Task Decomposition or S2: Separation of
Concerns, for example, the change propagation between in-directly
linked task pairs, e.g., among child tasks of a common parent task,
identifies task pairs where developers would benefit from change
notification. The motivating scenario (Sec. 1.1) describes such a
situation. Inversely, situations leading to high change propagation
might not require detailed change propagation. In S4: Work Continuation, we only expect work to happen in the linked follow-up task
once work handover occurred. Hence, developers assigned to the
initial task would not need to know about changes in the follow-up
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Figure 6: Examples of Task Cluster Membership (left) and Support Cluster Membership (middle, right) for sample non-linked
task pairs (dotted lines, reporting BiPC and BiRCP). Full lines depict links among tasks.
task. Rather, they should receive a warning when they are about
to make any changes as developers of the follow-up task are not
expecting changes. Links in situations S5, S6, and S7 indicate that
developers in either linked task are interested in an overlapping
set of artifacts and hence would benefit from change-propagation
centric coordination support.
The motifs found among the non-linked task pairs with high
BiRCP suggest that developers would benefit from coordination
support beyond directly linked task pairs. M1: Task Cluster Membership demonstrates that change propagation and multi-hop paths
across existing links identify dependent task pairs that, for example,
serve as input to a change notification mechanism. Even in the
absence of multi-hop paths, change propagation identifies dependent tasks in M2: Support Cluster Membership and M3: Mutual
Access of Utility Artifact. In the case of M3 identifying non-linked
task pairs assists the developer in finding examples how to use a
particular artifact, suggestions on what artifacts to change as well,
and recovering design justifications from comments.
The motifs highlight that change propagation alone is insufficient
to reliably determine dependent (but non-linked) task pairs. M5:
Core Artifact Access points out the need to identify frequently
changed artifacts (i.e., the core artifacts) and assign less importance
to them when measuring change propagation. Doing so reduces
the likelihood of detecting false positive task pairs. Similar, M6:
Grand Tasks suggests to ignore non-linked task pairs that exhibit
a high amount of accessed artifacts and high absolute BiPC. The
non-linked samples classified as M6 motivate a BiRCP threshold of
0.4. This reduces the non-linked sample pairs under consideration
for implicit dependencies from ∼5800 down to 436. Note that this
threshold is higher than the BiRCP values we find in situations
with high change propagation among linked task pairs. Some task
pairs in situations S4 and S6 exhibit BiRCP between 0.2 and 0.3. As
we mentioned, the change propagation metrics alone are often not
sufficient to reliably interpret a link. In the case of Samples 3 and
7, the manually inspected context determines their classification.
Currently, the number of manually investigated samples is too low
to infer the distribution of situations and motifs across the complete
Mylyn data set and thus to reliably select a threshold.

Change propagation metrics are also useful for a-posteriori (re-)
classification of links. Accurate and complete links are important
during maintenance efforts as the basis for identifying relevant
tasks to inspect. Correcting a bug requires identifying tasks that
fixed a similar bug or similar location before (i.e., S7). Developers
engaging in refactoring may benefit from knowing where work has
continued from an initial task and studying the latter for extracting
design rationale (S4 and S5). High change propagation among child
tasks in situations S1 and S6 assist in identifying closely related
tasks, separating them from tasks that implement independent
concerns (S2).

6.1

Threats to validity

6.1.1 Internal Validity. We address researcher bias by analysing
data from an open source system rather than conducting controlled
experiments. The analysis focused on artifacts and tasks and was
not specifically tailored to Java development in general or the Mylyn
project in particular. The manual inspection during qualitative
analysis showed no indication that the use of links was specifically
adapted to the Mylyn development “process”.
With respect to the data set quality, we noticed that occasionally
interaction attachments appeared to be missing (e.g., a long interval
between interaction data attachment and commit message in the
comments). The impact on our results, however, is minimal as
missing attachments occurred typically towards the end of a task
that contained several other preceding attachments. We thus expect
the missing attachments to contain little additional information.
6.1.2 External Validity. We analysed only a single data set as
we are not aware of other real world projects aside from Mylyn
that make a significant amount of interaction data and linked tasks
available. Mylyn interaction data upload capabilities are not available by default and thus not widely used beyond the Mylyn project.
Hence, we are careful to generalize our findings beyond the scope
of the Mylyn project.
We can infer from other metrics, however, that the Mylyn project
is similar to other projects. Thompson et al.[? ] analyse the task
links of three open sources projects including Mylyn and finds the
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ratio of links classified as Specification or Problem similar. Zou and
Godfrey [? ] report on maintenance tasks and finds a median of 2
for edited files and the median of viewed-only files in a task is 4.
We found a median of 3 and 6, respectively, for Mylyn. D’Ambros
et al. [? ] report similar commit transactions per class and change
coupling metrics for Mylyn and ArgoUML. Heck and Zaidman
[? ] show that Mylyn has similar duplicate bug reports as other
open source projects. All indications are that Mylin data are in fact
transferable. We don’t expect all situations and motifs to arise in
other projects, nor do we claim completeness, but the identified
dependencies are found beyond the software engineering domain
[? ].
The Mylyn dataset might not accurately represent (non-open
source) development environments where other communication
channels (such as direct messaging or face-to-face discussion) exist
for conveying the impact of an artifact change [? ]. This reduces a
developer’s need to inspect (i.e., read only) artifacts. We speculate
that fewer observed read-only events subsequently result in lower
levels of change propagation. Additional data sources and analysis
are necessary to assess the effect of read-only events on change
propagation in these environments.
Bugzilla limits link types to duplicates and blocks/ depends_on
while other task management tools (e.g., JIRA, Redmine) provide
diverse and customizable link types. The available link types, however, have no impact on the results as our analysis is independent
of the link type semantics and direction. The identified seven situations reflect generally applicable coordination concerns that are
common in software development and in no way specific to Bugzilla
or the Mylyn project. We suspect that data from a project using
JIRA or Redmine will show differences in change propagation for
the various link types but similar results across all links.

7

RELATED WORK

Prior investigations of change propagation studied primarily the
logical coupling between artifacts, i.e. which artifacts tend to coevolve [? ? ? ] and not the links among tasks. These approaches
observe which artifacts frequently occur in the same commit (or
in commits in temporal proximity) independent of the task these
commits belong to. Zou et al. [? ] apply interaction histories for
detecting such coupling as they are more rich in information. They
present a set of change patterns based on the temporal order of
artifact reads and writes. Bantelay et al. [? ] combine interaction
histories and commit data from the Mylyn project to improve the
detection of evolutionary coupling between artifacts. Kobayashi
et al. [? ] also use the interaction history to determine during an
artifact change which other artifacts are accessed and what artifacts
are changed in succession. The resulting graph is used to predict
which artifacts to change next. Robbes et al. [? ] record detailed artifact changes from IDE interactions via SpyWare [? ] for predicting
sequential changes.
All these approaches scope their analysis to artifact changes
within a single (often implicit) task. The underlying data sets either
lack links among tasks or have no association of events to explicit
tasks. Our data set enables for the first time the study of change
propagation across linked tasks.

Christoph Mayr-Dorn and Alexander Egyed
Several tools utilize developers’ interactions with the IDE to
suggest relevant artifacts. NavTracks [? ] supports navigation during software maintenance by suggesting related files based on the
developers’ IDE interaction path in previous navigation sessions.
TeamTracks [? ] aims to ease program comprehension visualizing
navigation patterns. Configurable HeatMaps [? ] capture how often
a file was changed or visited. Mylyn [? ] is the most prominent
tool that associates observed developer interactions with tasks. It
thus determines the relevant artifacts for the developer’s underlying task. Similar, Hipikat [? ] supports the developer in retrieving
relevant artifacts from the project’s overall history. Its considers
documents, tasks, commits, messages, and artifact changes but not
the detailed interaction history.
These tools offer assistance independent of tasks or focus on one
single task context, i.e., the underlying conceptual models lack task
links. We investigated how changes propagate across tasks.
Prior work studied work breakdown relationships based on task
title [? ] but didn’t consider artifact changes to classify relations.
Work on socio-technical congruence (STC) assesses team performance by investigating whether developers assigned to linked tasks
also communicate and work on common artifacts. Initial work on
STC [? ] substituted co-evolving artifacts from commit data for
explicit work dependencies. Valetto et al. [? ], for example, propose
mining software repositories to determine socio-technical congruence. Later approaches applied explicit tasks dependencies [? ]. As
our research has shown, developers use task links for managing
diverse coordination needs, specifically that change propagation
doesn’t necessarily coincide with explicit links. A lack of artifact
change propagation (or co-evolution), therefore, doesn’t imply there
is no dependency that needs managing and hence communication.
Our work, thus, adds another challenge to measuring, understanding, and achieving social-technical congruence [? ].

8

CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

We presented a quantitative and qualitative analysis of artifact
change propagation in the Mylyn data set. We found seven situations describing how developers apply task links to manage implicit
dependencies such as task synchronization and task continuation—
not all of which are artifact-centric. This explains why change
propagation occurs for only 64% of all linked task pairs. We identified additional six motifs that group non-linked task pairs according
to either missing links or incidentally high change propagation.
We discussed the importance of our findings for development
coordination support mechanisms. These rely on a classification
of linked task pairs and non-linked task pairs. How exactly such
mechanisms determine the respective situations and motifs automatically and reliably is subject to our future research. We intend
to extend our qualitative analysis to all links in the Mylyn data
set in order to identify complementary metrics based on graphs of
directly linked tasks, artifact change frequency, and other similarity
metrics (e.g., [? ]) beyond change propagation.
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